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AspectJ CookbookO'Reilly, 2004
This hands-on book shows readers why and how common Java development problems can be solved by using new Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) techniques. With a wide variety of code recipes for solving day-to-day design and coding problems using AOP's unique approach, AspectJ Cookbook demonstrates that AOP is more than...
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XPath 2.0 Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
From its origins as a sublanguage of XSLT, XPath has come into its own as a key element of XML. XPath 2.0 has emerged as a robust language twice the size of its predecessor, complex and capable of standing on its own.
This substantive volume, by the editor of the W3C® XSLT 2.0 specification, is the authoritative reference on XPath 2.0. It...
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Java: A Beginner's Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Essential Skills--Made Easy! Updated and Expanded for J2SE 5

Learn to program in Java from master programmer and best-selling author Herb Schildt. Completely revised and updated to cover Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition 5 (J2SEj 5), this step-by-step guide will have you programming in practically no time. You’ll start at the...
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Designing Active Server PagesO'Reilly, 2000
Designing Active Server Pages provides an important tool for  often-overworked ASP programmers: a set of techniques for making the wisest use  of the technology in a production environment. Targeting an audience of readers  who already are seasoned in ASP, author Scott Mitchell explores techniques for  producing "reusable and robust...
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Schaum's Outline of Data Structures with Java, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Like other Schaum’s Outlines, this book is intended to be used primarily for self study. It is suitable as a study guide in a course on data structures using the Java programming language. In American universities, this is typically the second course in the computer science major. The book is also serves well as a reference on data structures...
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Solving PDEs in C++ (Computational Science and Engineering)SIAM, 2006
This comprehensive book not only introduces the C and C++ programming languages but also shows how to use them in the numerical solution of partial differential equations (PDEs). It leads the reader through the entire solution process, from the original PDE, through the discretization stage, to the numerical solution of the resulting algebraic...
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Mastering OpenLDAP: Configuring, Securing and Integrating Directory ServicesPackt Publishing, 2007
This book is the ideal introduction to using OpenLDAP for Application Developers and will also benefit System Administrators running OpenLDAP. It prepares the reader to build a directory using OpenLDAP, and then employ this directory in the context of the network, taking a practical approach that emphasizes how to get things done. On occasion, it...
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Supercharged JavaScript Graphics: with HTML5 canvas, jQuery, and MoreO'Reilly, 2011

	
		With HTML5 and improved web browser support, JavaScript has become the tool of choice for creating high-performance web graphics. This faced-paced book shows you how to use JavaScript, jQuery, DHTML, and HTML5's Canvas element to create rich web applications for computers and mobile devices.

	
		By following real-world...
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21st Century C: C Tips from the New SchoolO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Throw out your old ideas of C, and relearn a programming language that’s substantially outgrown its origins. With 21st Century C, you’ll discover up-to-date techniques that are absent from every other C text available. C isn’t just the foundation of modern programming languages, it is a modern language, ideal...
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Beginning HibernateApress, 2014

	Beginning Hibernate, Third Edition is ideal if you’re experienced in Java with databases (the traditional, or "connected," approach), but new to open-source, lightweight Hibernate, a leading object-relational mapping and database-oriented application development framework.


	This book packs in information...
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Learning ShiVa3D Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2012

	Get a grip on ShiVa3D mobile game development with this step-by-step, hands-on tutorial


	Overview

	
		Step-by-step hands-on introduction, perfect for those just getting started in mobile development
	
		Use the StoneScript scripting language to handle object interactions and game events
	...
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The Art of R Programming: A Tour of Statistical Software DesignNo Starch Press, 2011

	
		
			R is the world's most popular language for developing statistical software: Archaeologists use it to track the spread of ancient civilizations, drug companies use it to discover which medications are safe and effective, and actuaries use it to assess financial risks and keep economies running smoothly.

		...
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